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ABSTRACT

The Wide Field Camera Transit Survey is a pioneer program aiming at for searching extra-solar planets in the near-infrared. The
images from the survey are processed by a data reduction pipeline, which uses aperture photometry to construct the light curves.
We produce an alternative set of light curves using the difference-imaging method for the most complete field in the survey and
carry out a quantitative comparison between the photometric precision achieved with both methods. The results show that difference-
photometry light curves present an important improvement for stars with J > 16. We report an implementation on the box-fitting
transit detection algorithm, which performs a trapezoid-fit to the folded light curve, providing more accurate results than the box-
fitting model. We describe and optimize a set of selection criteria to search for transit candidates, including the V-shape parameter
calculated by our detection algorithm. The optimized selection criteria are applied to the aperture photometry and difference-imaging
light curves, resulting in the automatic detection of the best 200 transit candidates from a sample of ∼475 000 sources. We carry out a
detailed analysis in the 18 best detections and classify them as transiting planet and eclipsing binary candidates. We present one planet
candidate orbiting a late G-type star. No planet candidate around M-stars has been found, confirming the null detection hypothesis
and upper limits on the occurrence rate of short-period giant planets around M-dwarfs presented in a prior study. We extend the search
for transiting planets to stars with J ≤ 18, which enables us to set a stricter upper limit of 1.1%. Furthermore, we present the detection
of five faint extremely-short period eclipsing binaries and three M-dwarf/M-dwarf binary candidates. The detections demonstrate the
benefits of using the difference-imaging light curves, especially when going to fainter magnitudes.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the search for exo-planets has become an inter-
esting and exciting field in astronomy. About one thousand exo-
planets have been found since Mayor & Queloz (1995) detected
the first planet orbiting its host main sequence star. Measuring
the host-star radial-velocity variations represents one of the most
successful techniques to detect exo-planets; nevertheless, only
few parameters of the planetary system can be determined with
this method. This changes if we search for a planet transiting to
its host companion. A transit occurs when a planet blocks part
of the surface from the star causing a slight and periodic vari-
ation in its brightness, which can be detected by a photometric
analysis. This analysis provides information of the planet and its
host star, which can be used along with radial velocity measure-
ments to deduce important physical parameters of the transiting
planet, such as the mass and the radius. The first planetary tran-
sit signal was reported in 2000 (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry
et al. 2000), and since this discovery, a significant number (more

than 300) of exo-planets have been detected transiting their host
star.

Recently, several transit missions and surveys have been de-
signed to find and characterize new exo-planets. The most excit-
ing and successful projects designed to detect periodic transits
are the space missions Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010) and CoRoT1

(Aigrain et al. 2008; Barge et al. 2008). Kepler was launched
on March 6, 2009 to observe more than 150 000 stars, and it is
expected to find a large number of Earth-size planets and super-
Earths. On the other hand CoRoT was originally designed to find
exo-planets with properties comparable to rocky planets in our
solar system. Nevertheless, the culmination of CoRoT was an-
nounced in June 2013 after six years of successful operation.

Earth-like planets are particularly interesting: if they revolve
in the habitable zone of their host star (Kasting et al. 1993),
the environment may be adequate to support liquid water on
the surface of the planet, which is believed to be a key for

1 Convection, Rotation and Planetary Transits.
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the development of life. Cool and low-mass M-dwarf stars are
the most promising candidates to find Earth-like planets and
super-Earths. Due to their low effective temperature (Teff), the
change in their brightness caused by a planet orbiting around
them is more evident. For instance, an Earth-size planet orbiting
a 0.08 M� star produces a transit of 1% depth (Kaltenegger &
Traub 2009); a similar effect occurs when a Jupiter-size planet
blocks a Sun-like star.

Searching for transiting planets at near-infrared (NIR) wave-
lengths provides important advantages to detect transiting plan-
ets around M-dwarfs, since the peak of the spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED) of these stars falls in this spectral
range. Several projects are dedicated to study transiting plan-
ets around M-dwarf, such as APACHE (Giacobbe et al. 2012),
PTF/Mdwarfs (Law et al. 2012) and TRAPPIST (Jehin et al.
2011). However, there are so far only two transit projects that are
focused on finding exo-planets around cool and low-mass stars
at NIR wavelengths, namely the MEarth project and the Wide
Field Camera (WFCAM)2 transit survey (WTS). The MEarth
project (Irwin et al. 2009; Berta et al. 2012) is a transit survey
that operates since 2008 with eight independent 0.4 m robotic
telescopes located at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory
on Mount Hopkins, Arizona, and is soon expected to include
eight additional telescopes in the southern hemisphere. The sur-
vey individually monitors ∼2000 nearby (<33 pc) M-dwarfs
in the NIR and is designed to detect exo-planets as small as
2 R⊕. On the other hand, the WTS is a pioneer project oper-
ated since 2007 with observations from the United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) that stands out for its particu-
lar aims and methodology. A brief description of the WTS is
summarized in Sect. 2.1.

Traditionally, aperture photometry (AP) has been the stan-
dard technique to produce light curves in transit surveys. In
1996, a new method to study crowded fields by optimal image
subtraction was presented by Tomaney & Crotts (1996) and sub-
sequently improved by Alard & Lupton (1998). This method
(usually called difference-imaging DI) was initially developed
to study microlensing events in crowded fields. However, im-
age subtraction photometry has become an important tool for
searching for planetary transits (Pietrukowicz et al. 2010), since
the majority of transit survey targets are crowded fields (e.g.
Galactic plane). In the past, some authors have carried out com-
parisons between different photometric techniques. For instance,
Montalto et al. (2007) used the data from a ten-night observ-
ing campaign from four different ground-based telescopes to de-
velop a quantitative test by comparing the photometric precision
of three different photometry algorithms: AP, point spread func-
tion (PSF)-fitting photometry, and image subtraction photome-
try. They compare the photometric precision as a function of the
apparent visual magnitude for all photometric techniques. Due
to the several factors involved in the observations (which influ-
ence directly in the measurement), such as size of the telescope,
instruments, or atmospheric conditions, the quality of the light
curves clearly varies depending on the location of the observa-
tions. For all cases presented in Montalto et al. (2007), the best
root mean square (rms) value was achieved by image subtraction
photometry; in some cases, a difference of up to 4 mmag is ob-
served for bright objects. On the other hand, AP and PSF-fitting
photometry show significant variations of the photometric pre-
cision, as achieved by each telescope. This discrepancy suggests
that the precision obtained by a certain photometric technique

2 Wide Field Camera, see http://www.jach.hawaii.edu/UKIRT/
instruments/wfcam/

may depend on the characteristics of the survey; that is, a par-
ticular method might produce different results depending on the
observing conditions. In this work, we carry out a similar anal-
ysis by comparing the photometric precision of the WTS light
curves obtained by DI and AP.

Large sets of light curves usually show systematic effects
that can be associated with the atmospheric extinction, detector
efficiency, or PSF changes on the detector. The sysrem algorithm
proposed by Tamuz et al. (2005) has been widely tested and it
is commonly used in transit surveys (Snellen et al. 2007; Pont
et al. 2006) to decrease the number of systematics in light curves.
To reduce these effects in our sample, we apply the sysrem al-
gorithm and subsequently include the results in the comparison
analysis.

Due to the large number of light curves in transit surveys,
an efficient detection algorithm is needed to speed up the iden-
tification of planet candidates. Several algorithms have been de-
veloped after the discovery of the first planet transiting its host
star. For instance, Defaÿ et al. (2001) presented an algorithm
that uses a multi-frequency Fourier fit to model periodic astro-
nomical time series. Kovács et al. (2002) presented a box-fitting
algorithm based on least squares fit of step functions (BLS)
to analyze stellar photometric time series. This algorithm has
shown significantly better results than previous works, and it
has become a popular tool for searching for exo-planets in tran-
sit surveys. Recently, the Transit Planet Search (TPS) algorithm
(Jenkins et al. 2010) has been developed to be part of the Kepler
science processing pipeline to search for transit planets, which
is able to achieve super-resolution detection statistics.

False positives and false detections are common problems
that make difficult the search for exo-planets in transit surveys. A
false detection can be caused if the light curve holds a significant
number of systematic outliers, which can produce fake signals,
whereas a false positive is associated to real variability of the
flux from the host star (e.g., eclipsing binary systems or intrin-
sic variable stars). Although false positives and false detections
have conceptually different origins, both scenarios are referred
as false positives for practical reasons in this work. Nowadays,
large scale transit surveys require strategies to efficiently weed
out false positives in candidate samples and reduce the number
of light curves inspected by visual examination. Several authors
have suggested methods to reduce the number of false positives
and facilitate the selection of the best candidates. For instance,
Burke et al. (2006) proposed a series of selection criteria based
on a χ2-minimization equivalent to the analytic solutions pro-
vided by BLS method. Later on, Hartman et al. (2009) presented
selection criteria divided in different steps, which include the
signal-to-pink noise ratio (Pont et al. 2006), the number of data
points in the light curves, a magnitude limit, and exclusion of
sources with alias periods between 0.99 and 1.02 days or less
than 0.4 days. Nevertheless, the majority of selection criteria
only remove false positives that are not related to real astro-
physical variability. In this study, we propose a set of selection
criteria with the ability of excluding false positives by consid-
ering elements from the transit detection algorithm, including a
new criterion named the V-shape parameter, which is designed
to automatically recognize eclipsing binary systems.

The structure of this paper follows the next outline: in
Sect. 2, we describe the WTS and summarize the image reduc-
tion pipeline. In this section, we also give a description of the DI
analysis and describe the procedure of the light curve extraction.
A quantitative comparison between the photometric precision of
light curves obtained by AP and DI techniques is presented in
Sect. 3. Section 4 is dedicated to present our transit-detection
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algorithm and the V-shape parameter as obtained from the im-
plementations made on the BLS algorithm. Sections 4.1 and 4.2
present our selection criteria and the optimization of the param-
eters used to detect planet candidates on the WTS light curves.
In Sects. 5 and 6, we show the candidates that pass our selec-
tion criteria and a detailed physical characterization of the candi-
dates. We present other applications of the WTS DI light curves
in Sect. 7, such as the detection of ultra-short period M-dwarf
binaries and detached M-dwarf eclipsing binaries. Finally, we
summarize our results in Sect. 8.

2. Data analysis and methodology

2.1. The Wide Field Camera Transit Survey

Low-mass main-sequence stars of spectral type M are the most
abundant stars in the Galaxy, representing about 75% of the to-
tal stellar population (Scalo et al. 2007). In addition, M-dwarfs
present certain properties that make them ideal targets to search
for rocky planets (Tarter et al. 2007). Motivated by this, the WTS
was initially developed to monitor and search for transiting plan-
ets for the first time in the NIR. Since the transit technique is
based on relative photometry, the survey can be performed in
poor weather conditions; hence, WTS is conducted as a back-up
project, operating when the observing conditions are not suitable
(seeing >1 arcsec) for the main program of the UKIRT Infrared
Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS). The survey was originally assigned
to about 200 nights at the 3.8 m UKIRT, which is equipped with
the WFCAM and consists of four Rockwell Hawaii-II arrays
with 2048 × 2048 pixels in each panel that cover a field of view
of ∼0.19 square degrees with a resolution of 0.4 arcsec/pixels.
The four detectors are distributed geometrically at the corners of
a square with an auto-guider located at the center of the frame.
This array is usually called pawprint. A complete observation se-
quence of the WTS consists of 8 pawprints (a-h), and each one
is built up from a nine point jitter pattern of 10 s. An entire field
is completed in about 15 min. That is, the WTS light curves have
an average cadence of four data points per hour. Since the dimen-
sion and separation of the detectors have approximately the same
size (∼13 arcmin), a uniform target field can be achieved by ob-
serving the 8 pawprints. Four fields were selected seasonally to
be observed (RA = 03, 07, 17, and 19 h) periodically during a
year; thereby, the WTS guarantees a reasonable continuous ob-
servations campaign. Nevertheless, this work is only dedicated
to study the RA = 19 h field, which has been observed until
May 2011 with about 1145 epochs. It contains∼475 000 sources,
of which ∼113 000 have magnitudes J ≤ 18. All observations for
the WTS are done in the J-band (λeff ≈ 1200 nm). For more de-
tails about the WTS, we refer to Kovács et al. (2013). The image
reduction procedure is described in the next section.

2.2. Image reduction pipeline

Due to the large amount of data collected by the WTS, a
pipeline to process the images automatically is required. The
J-band images from the WTS are reduced by the image reduc-
tion pipeline from the Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit3

(CASU), which is used to process all images from the WFCAM.
The image reduction pipeline is based on the work devel-
oped by Irwin (1985) and was later modified and adapted to
the Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) Wide Field Survey (WFS;
Irwin & Lewis 2001), and subsequently, to the Monitor project

3 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projets/wfcam

(Irwin et al. 2007). The pipeline includes the following steps:
de-biassing and trimming, non-linearity correction, bad pixel re-
placement, flatfielding, defringing, and sky subtraction. A thor-
ough description of all the steps can be found in Irwin & Lewis
(2001). Astrometry and photometry are calibrated using bright
stars in the field-of-view from the 2-Micron All-Sky Survey
(2MASS; Kleinmann et al. 1994) catalog (see Hodgkin et al.
2009). Particularly, the astrometric calibration plays an impor-
tant role in the DI technique, since a precise alignment of data
frames is crucial to success with this method. The astrometry
is described by six coefficient linear transformations that allow
for scale, rotation, shear and coordinate offset corrections. The
pipeline also provides master catalog and light curves, which
are constructed by the AP method, using a series of soft-edge
apertures that account for the fractional area of a pixel included
in the aperture and a simultaneous redistribution of flux from
nearby stars. More detailed descriptions of the light curves and
catalog can be found in Kovács et al. (2013). In the next section,
we describe the DI method and the process of the light curves
extraction.

2.3. Difference-imaging analysis

In addition to the standard WTS light curves (AP) generated
by the CASU pipeline, we alternatively produce a second set
of light curves by using DI photometry. According to Alard
& Lupton (1998), the method operates on a reference image,
which is the combination of the best seeing images from the data
set (∼20 in our case). On average, the seeing range of the images
used to construct the reference frames is 1.18 to 1.39 arcsec.
The reference frame is convolved with a kernel to match the see-
ing of each single image, resulting in a convolved reference im-
age. A difference image is obtained by subtracting the convolved
reference image from each single image.

Finding the optimal kernel that matches the seeing of two
frames with different PSFs represents a crucial and complex
problem during the DI process. Alard & Lupton (1998) pro-
posed a method, in which the optimal kernel is approximated
using a superposition of N-kernel base functions, which consti-
tute 2-dimensional Gaussian functions modulated with a poly-
nomial of order pi. The expression for the optimal kernel is

K(u, v) =
N∑

i=1

exp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−u2 + v2

2σ2
i

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
pi∑

j= 0

pi− j∑

k = 0

ai jku jvk, (1)

where u and v are the pixel coordinates of the kernel bitmap,
which has the same pixel size as the images; ai jk are the co-
efficients from the decomposition of the kernel using basis of
functions; and σi is the variance related to the Gaussian distribu-
tion. To calculate the kernel, we use four base functions (N = 4)
with σi = 1, 2, 3 and 0.1, while the degrees of the associated
polynomials pi are 6, 4, 2 and 0, respectively. The kernel size
is 11 × 11 pixels, and we consider a 1st order background poly-
nomial to account for background difference. All free parame-
ters, such as the ai jk coefficients and the parameters associated
with the background polynomial, are determined by minimiza-
tion of the following expression,

χ2 =
∑

x,y

1
σ2

x,y
[{R(x, y) ⊗ K(u, v)}+ B(x, y) − S (x, y)]2, (2)

where σ2
x,y is the variance of a Gaussian distribution used to ap-

proximate the Poisson image statistics, S (x, y) is a single im-
age, R(x, y) is the reference frame, and B(x, y) is the polyno-
mial surface function that accounts for background differences.
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Variations of PSF over the detector are a common problem in
the DI technique. To reduce this effect during the estimation of
the kernel, we divide the images in subfields and calculate the
kernel in each subfield. In our case, we divide the images in
10 × 10 subfields with a size of 200 × 200 pixels.

To achieve an optimized set of difference images, we tested
several parameters. For each set, we extract the light curves and
measure the photometric precision to verify the quality of the
sample. During the testing process, we found that the light curve
precision is significantly improved if we mask bright or faint
stars, while the difference images are produced. Two sets of
difference images are created to guarantee the best quality of
the light curves. In a first set, we mask all sources with magni-
tudes J ≤ 16, which provides an improvement for objects fainter
than this threshold. The second set is processed by masking faint
objects; that is, all sources that hold magnitudes J > 16, which
results in an improvement for bright stars.

2.4. Light curve extraction

From the difference images, we are able to measure the differen-
tial flux of each source. Adding the value measured in the refer-
ence image, the total flux for each single star can be estimated.
Although differential fluxes are relative easy to measure in the
difference images because all constant sources are removed, es-
timating the fluxes in the reference frame is more difficult, espe-
cially for objects that have close neighbors. We measure the flux
in the reference frame using iterative PSF-photometry. This tech-
nique is very successful to measure flux accurately in crowded
fields. The method uses bright and isolated stars to extract the
PSF. In a first step, an initial estimation of the flux of each star
is measured from the extracted PSF. In subsequent iterations, all
nearby stars are removed before measuring the flux of a particu-
lar source. This process continues until all fluxes converge, using
the improved flux measured in the previous step in each iteration.
The fluxes measured in difference images are also estimated by
PSF-photometry. The PSF is obtained from the convolved refer-
ence image by using the same stars that are employed to estimate
the flux in the reference frame, which are a representative sample
of stars in each field. Although the fluxes in the difference im-
ages certainly could be estimated by using a different photomet-
ric technique (e.g. aperture photometry) since the stellar crowd
in the field is eliminated, we have chosen PSF-photometry to
measure the fluxes because this method is not affected by dead
pixels and does not require aperture corrections, which might
lead to a wrong evaluation of the flux. Finally, the light curves
are normalized to one and barycentrically time-corrected using
the formula of Meeus (1982). The process of extracting the light
curves is applied to both sets (one optimized for bright sources
and one optimized for faint sources, see previous section). We
obtain the optimized set by choosing the light curve with the
better photometric precision for each source.

3. Quality of the difference-imaging light curves
and comparison with the aperture photometry
method

In this section, we compare the quality of the WTS light curves
produced by AP (from the CASU pipeline) and DI. A quantita-
tive comparison between the photometric precision of both sets
of light curves is performed by calculating the rms of each single
light curve from the two photometric analysis. During this pro-
cess, we clip all 4σ outliers, while clipping 3 and 5σ outliers,

provides similar results. Note that this step is only for the pur-
pose of calculating the rms and is not a final operation on the
light curves.

3.1. Sysrem algorithm

An algorithm to remove systematic effects in large sets of light
curves from photometric surveys was proposed by Tamuz et al.
(2005). The algorithm, called sysrem, has shown the capability
of considerably improving the photometric precision of the data
set by removing systematics related to the detector efficiency,
PSF variations over the detector, or effects associated with the
atmospheric extinction (Mazeh et al. 2009; Irwin et al. 2007).
The algorithm searches for systematics that consistently appear
in many sources of the sample; hence, sysrem has the ability to
remove effects without any prior knowledge of the origin of the
effect.

To improve the quality of the light curves, we consistently
apply the sysrem algorithm to DI and AP light curves. Note that
Irwin et al. (2007) showed that the sysrem algorithm does not
improve the precision of AP light curves by much, and it might
additionally produce false variability from the residuals. In our
case, we find a significant reduction of the scatter of constant
light curves for both DI and AP light curves. Any possible false
variability created by sysrem does not lead to the detection of
false positive candidates, since we use conservative criteria in
the candidate selection process (see below).

The results are shown in Fig. 1, which represent the rms of
the DI and AP light curves (panels a and b, respectively) as
a function of the WFCAM J-band magnitude, after applying
the sysrem algorithm. The DI light curves reach a precision of
3.5 mmag for bright objects in the range of 12 < J < 14, while
the rms of AP light curves that are corrected by the sysrem al-
gorithm reaches a precision of ∼2.5 mmag in the same J-band
magnitude interval. The plots show that DI produces better re-
sults for faint objects (J > 16); however the quality of AP
light curves is slightly better in the bright magnitude range.
For magnitudes larger than J = 16, the DI light curves show
a much higher photometric precision than the AP light curves.
The rms shows presents a difference up to 5 mmag at J = 17 mag
and 15–20 mmag at J = 18 mmag.

These results contrast to previous studies, which compare
the photometric precision achieved with both methods. For ex-
ample, Montalto et al. (2007) show that DI photometry achieves
an equal or better photometric precision as compared to aperture
and PSF photometry for all magnitudes. However, these studies
were done at optical wavelengths (V-band) and a direct com-
parison to a NIR survey (like the WTS) is not possible, since the
detector characteristics are different. Imperfect treatment of non-
linearity effects at the bright end could be one possible source for
the additional systematic noise that we observe in our DI light
curves. Another problem might be the non-homogeneous back-
ground, which is visible in the WTS images. We can rule out that
the effect is caused by a low astrometric accuracy. Any shifts be-
tween the reference frame and the single images would produce
dipole-shaped residuals in the difference image; contrary to this
effect, bright sources show very symmetric noise residuals in our
difference images.

To show the capability of the sysrem algorithm to improve
the photometric precision, we perform a similar quantitative
analysis (see above) on the DI light curves by comparing the
rms of the light curves before and after applying the sysrem al-
gorithm. Figure 2 shows the rms difference between both sets of
light curves as a function of the J-band magnitude. The result
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Fig. 1. Quantitative comparison between different photometric analyses. The figure shows the rms of the DI and AP light curves (panels a) and b),
respectively) as a function of the J-band magnitude. The rms corresponds to the measurements obtained after removing systematic effects. The
plot is displayed in density of data points in a scale of 100 bins.
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Fig. 2. rms difference between the DI light curves before and after ap-
plying sysrem algorithm. The plot shows the improvement achieved in
the photometric precision once systematic effects are corrected. The
plot shows the density of data points distributed in 100 bins.

of the comparative analysis indicates a significant improvement
in the photometric precision of bright and faint sources when
the sysrem algorithm is employed. A similar result is observed
in the AP light curves. Although applying the sysrem algorithm
results in an improvement of the photometric precision of the
light curves, the capability of the algorithm to remove system-
atics effects is limited. Figure 3 shows the number of detected
periods around the one-day alias period before and after using
the sysrem algorithm. In an ideal case, the algorithm should ac-
count for these effects and eliminate the alias peak. In our case,
the number around the alias period is reduced by a factor∼2 after
applying the sysrem algorithm.

3.2. Correction of the point-by-point errors derived
from the individual images

After removing systematic effects, we carried out a routine vi-
sual inspection over a random sample of light curves. We noticed

0.95 1.00 1.05

 

N
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11000
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Fig. 3. Histogram of periods found by our transit detection algorithm,
before (black) and after (red) applying the sysrem algorithm. The num-
bers of false positives between 0.985 and 1.015 day periods is reduced
by a factor of 2.

that the scatter of the data points was much larger than the er-
ror bars for many light curves (typically for bright sources).
Usually error bars of light curves are estimated by a pipeline that
takes different factors in account, such as the photon noise of the
source, background contribution, and read-out noise. However,
systematic effects caused by PSF-variations or variation in noise
level from the background are not included. This seems to be
the case of the WTS light curves, which present a wrong estima-
tion of the error bars, which is correlated to the brightness of the
object. A simple way to correct the size of the error bars is to
compare the rms of the photometric measurements with the er-
ror values, since the rms is related to the scatter level and can be
associated with the real error for non-variable objects. We per-
form this test for DI and AP light curves by dividing the rms by
the median error calculated in each light curve. The results are
shown in Fig. 4, where this quotient is plotted as a function of
the J-band magnitude. If the error values were correct, the rms
and median error should present similar values; therefore, data
points in the plots should be distributed around 1. Nevertheless,
there is an evident discrepancy between both quantities, which
is reflected in the shape of the data point distributions. For our
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Fig. 4. Data point distribution of the rms divided by the median error from DI and AP light curves (panels a) and b) respectively) as a function of
J-band magnitude. The solid-red line represents the polynomial used to scale the errors bars. The plot is displayed in density of data points in a
scale of 100 bins.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of data points of the quotient rms/median(error) after re-scaling the error bars on the a) DI and b) AP light curves.

work, it is important to correct the bad estimation on the error
bars, since some of our selection criteria (see below) and sev-
eral parameters that we estimate for our candidates later on de-
pend on the error bars. To correct the error bars, we fit a polyno-
mial (Fig. 4) to the distribution of data points. The polynomial
provides a scale factor as a function of the magnitude, which
can be used to correct the whole sample. Unlike replacing the
errors obtained from the images by an estimation of the scat-
ter (rms), we avoid introducing an overestimation of the errors
by scaling the error bars with a factor that is a function of the
brightness of the objects, principally for variable sources, which
can present a significant scatter in the light curves. After scal-
ing the error bars, we perform the same test and show the re-
sults in Fig. 5, where we can see that the distribution of data
points clearly has been adjusted and is now located close to 1.
Nevertheless, these figures present a second higher rms sequence
for bright stars (14–16 mag). We know from the AP light curves
(see Kovács et al. 2013) that the WTS data present a high level
of red noise (Pont et al. 2006), which is also correlated to the
magnitude of the objects, with the bright sources being the most
affected for this effect. Although the sysrem algorithm is de-
signed to filter out the red noise, there is a component from

the red/pink-noise that remains in the sample of light curves,
which can be observed in Fig. 4, where a significant scatter is
visible in the distribution of the data points. Because the sysrem
algorithm cannot eliminate completely this component of the
red/pink noise, fake signals and a subsequent large number of
false positives may be produced. Figure 3 demonstrates that the
remaining systematics produce such effects, since a large num-
ber of objects fall into the daily alias. Nevertheless, the selec-
tion criteria that are used to detect planet candidates in the WTS
light curves (see Sect. 4.1) have the capability to provide a pure
candidate sample, ruling out false positives related to some of
these systematics. On the other hand, we do not use the cor-
related noise to measure the transit-fitting significance in this
work. Therefore, the polynomial used to correct the error bars
does not consider the dispersion of data points generated by the
remaining red/pink-noise component.

4. Light curve analysis and transit detections

We detect transits in the WTS light curves using an algorithm
that is based on the BLS algorithm proposed by Kovács et al.
(2002). Our modifications include a trapezoidal re fit of the
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Fig. 6. Geometry of the symmetrical trapezoid-fit.

box-shaped eclipse found by BLS, where the re fit is done by
symmetrically varying the edges of the box, while keeping the
duration of the eclipse (“d”) fixed, which is measured at half
the transit depth (see Fig. 6). We emphasize that the trapezoidal
shape is only fitted after the standard parameters provided by
the box-fitting algorithm have been found (such as period, tran-
sit duration and epoch); however, the eclipse depth may change.
We introduce the V-shape parameter:

V =
2e

f + 2e
, (3)

where e is the duration of the ingress/egress of the eclipse in
phase units, and f is the duration of the transit, or flat part of the
trapezoid shape (see Fig. 6). If e is considerably smaller than f ,
the V-shape parameter is close to 0 and the shape of the fit is
box-like. On the other hand, if f ≈ 0 and e 	 f , the V-shape
parameter is close to 1 and the eclipse is V-shaped. One of the
advantages of our modification is that the V-fit results in a bet-
ter estimate of the transit depth. In addition, we use the V-shape
parameter as a selection criterion to reject grazing eclipsing bi-
nary systems that have generally very large V values (see next
section).

We search for transit periods in the range between 0.5
and 12 days by using 100 001 trial periods equally distributed
in 1/P. To speed-up the calculation time, the folded light curves
are re sampled to 200 bins. The fractional transit duration was
tested between 0.006 and 0.1 phase units. For each input light
curve, we detect the five best-fitting periods with the BLS algo-
rithm and then perform the trapezoidal re fit for each of them. We
then select the period that has the lowest χ2

d.o.f. of the improved
V-fit. Figure 7 shows the difference between the reduced χ2

d.o.f. of
the trapezoid-fit and the box-fit as a function of the V-shape pa-
rameter. The trapezoid-fit shows a significant improvement over
the box-fit especially for high V values.

4.1. Selection criteria

Due to the large number of light curves in the WTS, it is nec-
essary to set up a number of selection criteria to automatize the
selection of candidates and efficiently reduce the number of false
positives in the survey. As an initial cut, we removed all objects
with magnitudes J > 18. Objects below J-band = 16 are al-
ready difficult to follow-up; nevertheless, we decided to extend
the magnitude cut (J-band = 17) used in Kovács et al. (2013)
to make use of the improvement achieved by DI light curves for
faint objects.

In addition, we reject objects for which the detection algo-
rithm found a period that is close to alias periods introduced
by the window function of the observing strategy. In particu-
lar, we exclude objects with periods in the ranges 0.485–0.515,
0.985–1.015, 1.985–2.015 and 2.985–3.015 days. As an exam-
ple, Fig. 3 shows the high number of detections found around the
one day alias period. For the sub-field 19g1, we additionally ex-
clude a narrow period range 1.350–1.352 days due to a very high
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Fig. 7. χ2
d.o.f. comparison between trapezoid-fit and box-fit for transit

detections. Since the box-fit is actually included in the trapezoid-fit (i.e.,
V = 0), positives values are not expected in this plot. On the other hand,
a significant improvement in the trapezoid-fit is achieved specially for
higher values of V .

number of false positives in this range. Based on our experience
of previous works, we introduce six more selection criteria:

1. S/N: one of the most important criteria is the signal-to-noise-
ratio (S/N) of the eclipse measured from the light curves. In
the past, many authors have used different ways to calculate
the S/N and many different ways of utilizing it as a selection
criterion. For instance, Burke et al. (2006) include the signal-
to-white-noise in their selection criteria to set the threshold
to S/N ≥ 10. Hartman et al. (2009) propose the same limit
of S/N ≥ 10, but the threshold corresponds to the pink noise
(Pont et al. 2006) in their case. Kovács et al. (2013) use the
red noise to fix the detection limit; they suggest a signal-to-
red noise of S red ≥ 6. Our S/N selection criterion accounts
only for white noise.

2. S/N – S/Nrem: a large fraction of false positive detections are
variable stars. To eliminate them, we use a new detection cri-
terion, labeled S/N – S/Nrem, which is the difference of the
S/N found in the BLS analysis and the S/Nrem found in a
second pass of the algorithm after masking all points dur-
ing the eclipse that has been detected in the first interaction.
For a planet candidate, S/N – S/Nrem is very high since the
variability is confined to the transit phase. For variable stars,
such as eclipsing binaries or sinusoidal variables, there is still
variability left, which results in a low value of S/N – S/Nrem.
Note that this criterion eliminates the detection of systems
with more than one transiting planet. However, we decided
to only search for systems with a single transiting planet,
since the WTS survey is only sensitive to periods smaller
than ten days.

3. Number of transit points: many light curves result in a high
S/N detection but only very few points belong to the transit.
We therefore require a minimum number of transit points
in our candidate selection process. Due to the scheduling of
the WTS, we do not require a minimum number of individ-
ual transits as an additional criterion, since a small minimum
number of transit points guarantees implicitly two transits or
more.

4. Vshape: one selection criterion that has not been used in pre-
vious studies is the V-shape parameter, which was defined in
the previous section. The criterion acts as a filter to eliminate
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false positives generated by eclipsing binary systems. An
eclipsing binary would be characterized by a very V-shaped
eclipse, which has a high V value.

5. Depth: some detections show a very deep transit signal. A
typical brightness dimming that corresponds to a Sun-like
star and a Jupiter-like planet is about 1%. Transit signals
that are much deeper are more likely to be eclipsing bi-
nary stars. Using a cut on the maximum allowed transit
depth we reduce the number of false positive detections. For
Jupiter-sized planets around M-dwarfs, the transit depth can
be even higher than 10%. We therefore optimize the detec-
tion criteria for M-stars independently (see below).

6. Transit duration: we impose a limit on the fractional tran-
sit duration to exclude candidates that show long eclipses,
which are not physically realistic.

4.2. Optimization of the selection criteria

We optimize our selection criteria with Monte-Carlo simula-
tions, where we inject transit signals in the real light curves
using stellar parameter distributions (radius and mass) from
the Besançon model of the galaxy (Robin et al. 2003) and
limb-darkening coefficients from Claret & Bloemen (2011). For
each light curve of the WTS, we pick a random star from the
Besançon model that has a similar magnitude (Δmag ≤ 0.05)
and draw a random period in the range from 0.5 to 12 days.
Details about the transit injection procedure can be found in
Koppenhoefer et al. (2009).

We split the light curves in two data sets, one for F-, G- and
K-stars and one for M-stars. The optimization of the selection
criteria was done separately, since we expect some parameters
to differ between both data sets. For instance, the transit depth
is generally larger for planets that orbit M-dwarfs, and the frac-
tional transit duration is smaller. In addition, the particular anal-
ysis of the M-dwarf sample allowed us to derive an upper limit
on the occurrence rate of Jupiter-sized planets around low-mass
stars (see Sect. 6).

The M-dwarf selection is based on color cuts in seven
Sloan Digital Sky Survey data release 7 (SDSS 7th release,
Adelman-McCarthy & et al. 2009) and WFCAM bands: g − r ≥
1.6, r− i ≥ 0.9, i−z ≥ 0.5, J−H ≥ 0.45 and H−K ≥ 0.17. These
cuts have been derived to include the majority of M-dwarfs se-
lected by Kovács et al. (2013). Based on these cuts, we find
10 375 M-stars brighter than 18 mag in J-band. The number of
objects with magnitudes brighter than J = 17 is 4073, which is
slightly less but still in reasonable agreement with the number of
M-dwarfs selected in Kovács et al. (2013), who found 4600 ob-
jects using an SED-fitting approach. In the following sections,
we report the optimized selection criteria and the detection ef-
ficiency for both data sets and present and discuss the selected
candidates.

5. Candidates detected around F-, G-, and K-stars

For the simulated light curves, we required the detected period
to be within 1% of the simulated period, also allowing a value
of half or double of this period. On a computer cluster, we ran
100 simulations in total. In each run, we considered each light
curve once for a transit injection, resulting in about 1 200 000
simulated light curves. To save computation time, we simulated
only those cases, in which the randomly drawn inclination vector
results in a visible transit signal. After running the simulations,
we optimized the selection criteria presented above for the DI
and AP light curves of all F-, G- and K-stars. We allowed up to

Table 1. Objects removed by the optimized selection criteria from an
original sample of 464 873 DI light curves.

Criterion Remaining objects Removed objects %
J ≤ 18 102 428 362 445 76.26
Removed alias period 72 012 30 416 29.69
S/N > 18 7080 64 932 90.17
S/N − S/Nrem > 8 3391 3689 52.10
Transit points > 24 506 2285 85.08
Vshape < 0.6 288 218 43.08
Depth ≤ 4% 100 188 65.27
Transit duration≤ 0.5 100 0 0.00

Table 2. Objects removed by the optimized selection criteria from an
original sample of 428 928 AP light curves.

Criterion Remaining objects Removed objects %
J ≤ 18 102 428 326 500 74.32
Removed alias period 73 201 29 227 28.53
S/N > 11 5778 67 423 92.11
S/N − S/Nrem > 6 1760 4018 69.54
Transit points >18 563 1197 68.01
Vshape < 0.7 360 203 36.06
Depth ≤ 3% 100 260 72.22
Transit duration≤ 0.5 100 0 0.00

100 detections on the unmodified light curves on each data set.
This number is strategically selected, since it is small enough to
allow a visual inspection of each detected object, while signifi-
cantly larger than the expected number of planet detections.

Tables 1 and 2 list the optimized selection criteria for the
DI and AP light curves for F-, G- and K-stars and provide the
number of objects that remain after each of the selection criteria
is applied. In this case, the fractional transit duration turned out
to be a useless criterion to detect candidates around these stars.
These selection criteria allow us to recover 10/26% of the signals
injected into the AP/DI light curves with S/N ∼ 11/18 (our mini-
mum required S/N) and up to 80/80% with S/N ≥ 30/40, respec-
tively. The resulting total efficiencies are discussed in Sect. 5.4.
Before applying the magnitude limit, we note that the number of
light curves in the DI and AP data sets differ at the 10% level.
This is because the object detection in the DI analysis was going
slightly deeper than in the AP analysis.

To test whether the selection criteria differ from one to an-
other detector, we initially optimize them for each of the sub
fields independently but found almost identical values. We there-
fore decided to use one single set of selection criteria for F-, G-
and K-stars in the whole 19 h field.

We visually inspect the 200 detections that pass the opti-
mized selection criteria in the AP and DI data sets to remove
candidates that are clear eclipsing binaries with two eclipses of
different depth. We also reject objects that show significant out
of eclipse variations, very asymmetric eclipse shapes, and candi-
dates which are too noisy to be further analyzed. Our final list of
candidates includes eleven objects, of which seven were detected
in the AP-light curves and six are from the DI light curves. Two
objects were detected in both the DI and AP light curves. One
of this detections is WTS-2b that has recently been confirmed
as a planet by the Rocky Planets Around Cool Stars4 (RoPACS)

4 RoPACS is a Marie Curie initial training network. The research of
the RoPACS community is based on the data obtained by the WTS.
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Table 3. List of new candidates around F-G-K stars detected in this work.

Object Data-set α δ u g r i z Z Y J H K
19b1-02162 AP/DI 293.0112 36.4848 19.00 17.73 17.13 16.89 16.76 16.37 16.22 15.93 15.49 15.37
19f3-06991 AP 293.4682 36.4995 15.97 14.66 14.26 14.13 14.07 13.62 13.56 13.34 13.07 13.02
19b3-09004 DI 293.5208 36.8839 17.97 16.60 16.03 15.80 15.67 15.25 15.17 14.85 14.45 14.39
19g1-11212 AP 293.6753 36.1420 16.57 15.40 14.93 14.81 14.74 14.32 14.25 14.01 13.73 13.65
19c4-02952 DI 293.8666 36.7571 18.53 17.38 16.97 16.79 16.70 16.23 16.11 15.83 15.51 15.46
19h1-00325 AP 294.1531 36.0794 19.55 17.18 16.19 15.84 15.60 15.28 15.03 14.60 14.09 13.91
19b3-05398 AP 293.4401 36.7404 20.51 18.67 18.08 17.81 17.65 17.24 17.12 16.78 16.40 16.33
19e1-05755 DI 292.6870 36.2186 18.04 17.09 16.54 16.29 16.20 15.84 15.73 15.42 15.08 15.01
19b4-04138 AP 292.9365 36.7902 17.04 15.70 15.18 14.95 14.86 14.38 14.28 13.96 13.54 13.47
19b2-01819 DI 293.5220 36.4675 18.27 16.95 16.48 16.32 16.25 15.86 15.75 15.46 15.13 15.07

Notes. The second column shows the light curve data set in which the candidates have been detected. The coordinates (J2000.0) are listed in
Cols. 3 and 4. The remaining columns provide broadband photometric measurements of our candidates in ten different filters. The u, g, r, i, z
AB-magnitudes were obtained from the SDSS and the Z,Y, J,H,K magnitudes are WFCAM measurements in the Vega-system.

community (Birkby et al. 2013a,b). The other planet that has
been found in the WTS (Cappetta et al. 2012) is WTS-1b, which
not detected by our selection criteria due to a very low S/N value.

In the following, we present a detailed analysis of the ten
remaining candidates and include a characterization of the host
stars, a light curve fit with an analytic transit model, and a test
for double-eclipse binary scenarios. The analysis provides im-
portant physical parameters of the host stars and companions,
which are used to asses the quality of the candidates. Figure 16
shows the folded light curves of our candidates.

5.1. Characterization of the host star

The broadband photometric measurements of the host stars of
the candidates are listed in Table 3. The WFCAM provides pho-
tometry in five bands (Z, Y, J,H,K). Additional measurements in
five optical bands (u, g, r, i, z) were obtained from the database
of the SDSS). The table also shows the data set, in which the
candidates were detected (AP or DI). The candidate 19b1-02162
was found in both AP and DI data sets; in this case, we use the
AP light curve in the following, since it presents a lower scatter.

The characterization of the host star is essential for inferring
physical properties of the candidates, such as planetary radius
and orbit inclination. The Virtual Observatory SED Analyzer5

(VOSA, Bayo et al. 2008) is an on-line tool designed to au-
tomatically perform several tasks, such as the determination
of stellar parameters by analyzing the SED. This analysis was
carried out in our candidates using the photometry reported in
Table 3. The VOSA works with input parameters that can be
submitted as ASCII files. They must include a reference name
of the source, coordinates, visual extinction Av, filter names,
observed fluxes, and the corresponding errors. Although the
VOSA enables us to select among six different fitting models,
only two are appropriate for our purpose. For the F-, G- and
K-stars, we adopt the Kurucz ATLAS9 templates described in
Castelli et al. (1997), which provide better results for a wider
temperature range than the NextGen model (Baraffe et al. 1998).
The program offers the option of restricting free parameters
(Teff, log g and [Fe/H]) to speed up the fitting process. We
confine the limits to Teff = 3500−10 000 K, [Fe/H] = 0.0
and log g = 3.5–5.0. Note that the selected values of Teff and
log g are compatible with main-sequence stars with spectral
types between A and M. The program compares the broadband

5 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/

photometric measurements to theoretical synthetic spectra to
find the best-fitting SED. The VOSA tests a large range of stel-
lar models within the given parameter limits. The SED-fit is also
sensitive to the extinction Av, which is used as an additional free
parameter. The extinction and the corresponding SED model are
obtained by testing 100 different Av values, which are distributed
in a range from 0.01 to 1 mag. We select the values that result in
the lowest χ2 within the valid extinction range from 0.01 up to
the maximum allowed extinction that is set by the total Galactic
extinction. This upper limit is obtained from the Galactic extinc-
tion calculator of the NASA/IPAC extragalactic database6 (see
Fig. 8). In some cases, the absolute minimum corresponds to an
extinction that is higher than the upper limit. For these cases,
we select the best solution that are within the allowed range.
In Tables 4 and 10, we mark these particular cases with an as-
terisk. The resulting best-fitting model provides an estimate of
the Teff of the host stars, which are also summarized in Tables 4
and 10. The results show that the Teff of the parent stars are in the
range of 4750–6500 K, which corresponds to spectral types be-
tween K3 and F5. According to the Teff found in the fit, we derive
stellar radii and masses and calculate the surface gravity log g
using 1–5 Gyr isochrones for solar metallicity obtained from the
Dartmouth stellar evolution database (Dotter et al. 2008). These
values are reported in Tables 4 and 10 as R1�, M�, and log g1.
The error ranges of the stellar radii is determined by assuming
a precision of 250 K, which is the step size of the grid used in
the VOSA fit. Figure 9 shows an example of the VOSA fit of our
best candidate 19b1-02162.

5.2. Secondary eclipse fit

For each candidate, we tested the possibility that we actually de-
tected an eclipsing binary system with similar eclipse depths,
where the primary and secondary eclipse have been folded to-
gether at half the binary period. To carry out this test, we
fold the light curve of each candidate with double the detected
period, and fit a primary and secondary eclipse which are offset
by 0.5 phase units assuming a circular orbit. Under this assump-
tion, our candidate sample may be contaminated with eclipsing
binaries in high eccentric orbits. However, Devor (2005) shows
that only ∼10% of the binaries studied there with periods shorter
than 12 days have eccentricities higher than 0.1. Therefore,
the possible contamination is low to start with. Moreover, any

6 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/forms/calculator.html
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Fig. 8. χ2 as a function of the input visual extinction value used in
the SED fit of our planet candidate 19b1-02162. Although the value
of Av ∼ 0.6 mag results in the lowest χ2, we use the value of Av =
0.21 mag, which is based on the upper limit extinction adopted from
the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database, since an extinction of Av =
0.6 mag would be physically non-realistic. The upper limit mentioned
above is shown with the green solid line. The periodic distribution of
the χ2 is due to the variation of six different stellar spectral-types.

candidate with a clear deeper secondary eclipse would be re-
jected during our visual inspection. Both the primary and sec-
ondary eclipses are first fitted with a box and subsequently re-
fitted with a symmetrical trapezoid, as described in Sect. 4. A
significant difference between the depths of the primary and sec-
ondary eclipse indicates that the candidate could be an eclips-
ing binary rather than a star with a planet. Also a comparison of
the χ′2d.o.f. of the binary fit to the χ2

d.o.f. of the fit with the planet pe-
riod can indicate that the candidate is actually a binary with sim-
ilar eclipse depths. We would like to point out that the decision
of presenting either the planet or binary periods includes a visual
examination of the folded light curves (Figs. 16 and 17). This in-
spection showed that χ2

d.o.f. and eclipse depth differences cannot
be used blindly for the discrimination, since they closely depend
on the number of points during the eclipses and box-fitting pa-
rameters. Note that the trapezium fit is only a crude model of a
transit light curve, and we found that the depth estimated by our
algorithm did not reflect the true depth as one sees in the folded
light curves in some cases. In summary, the discrimination be-
tween both scenarios based on the χ2

d.o.f. and eclipse depth values
is only used as a hint for selecting either the planet or binary pe-
riod rather than a decisive proof of the nature of the candidate.
The final decision to classify our candidates was done case-by-
case and primarily based on the best-fitting radius as found in the
analytic transit fit (see Sect. 5.3). Table 5 summarizes the results
of the secondary eclipse fit analysis.

5.3. Transit fit

We carried out an improved fit to the J-band light curves of the
candidates using analytic transit models proposed by Mandel &
Agol (2002). For two candidates (19b1-02162 and 19b2-01819),
we additionally used an i′-band light curve, covering one full
eclipse, which was obtained in a photometric follow-up cam-
paign at the INT in La Palma. In these cases, we performed
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Fig. 9. Best Kurucz ATLAS9 model derived with the VOSA (black line)
for the SED of 19b1-02162. The effective temperature of the best-fitting
model is Teff = 5500 K for an extinction of Av = 0.21. Blue triangles
represent the SDSS photometry, while green diamonds correspond to
the WFCAM photometry. Vertical and horizontal errors bars are the
flux uncertainties and the equivalent width of each pass band.

a simultaneous fit to both light curves. The transit light curve
model depends on quadratic limb-darkening coefficients, which
were deduced from the linear interpolations in Teff and log g of
the values listed in Claret & Bloemen (2011). We used the Teff
of host stars that were previously obtained by the SED anal-
ysis (see Sect. 5.1) and the corresponding log g values from
the 1–5 Gyr isochrones, assuming a solar metalicity [Fe/H] = 0.0
and a micro turbulence of 2 km s−1. We utilized the values de-
rived from ATLAS atmospheric models using the flux conser-
vation method (FCM). Alternatively, the values can be derived
using the least-squares method (LSM). However, a test of the an-
alytic transit fit was carried out by using the values from the two
different models. The results showed the same goodness of the
fit for both methods, so we have chosen the FCM over the LSM
model without any specific preference. Using the WTS J-band
light curve, we fitted the mean stellar density ρ� ∼ M�/R3

� in so-
lar units, the radius ratio Rplanet/R�, the impact parameter βimpact
in units of R�, the orbital period P, and epoch of the central
transit t0. The iterative fitting process required starting values
for a series of input parameters, such as period, epoch of tran-
sit, planet radius, and parameters related to the stellar compan-
ion, such as mass and radius. The period, epoch of transit, and
planet radius were obtained directly from the results provided by
our transit detection algorithm, while the stellar parameters (R1�
and M�) were estimated by using the previously fitted Teff
from the 1–5 Gyr model isochrones for solar metalicity (Dotter
et al. 2008). From the best-fit of the analytic transit model, we
were able to calculate the intrinsic physical parameters of the
candidates and host stars, such as Rplanet and R2�.

The fitting procedure also enabled us to derive an error es-
timation of the fitted parameters. The errors were calculated
using a multi-dimensional grid in which we searched for ex-
treme points with Δχ2 = 1. This method corresponds to a vari-
ation of each single parameter, while minimizing over the oth-
ers. The results of the transit fit are listed in Tables 4 and 6.
Figures 10 and 11 show the best-fitting model of our best
candidate 19b-1-02162 in the J and i′-bands, respectively.
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Table 4. Characterization of host stars.

Object Teff(K) Spectral type log g1 log g2 Av Distance (pc) R1�(R�) R2�(R�) M�(M�)

19b1-02162 5500 G8 4.56 4.32 0.21* 2188 0.85+0.07
−0.05 1.12+0.07

−0.12 0.95+0.07
−0.06

19f3-06991 6500 F5 4.31 4.05 0.35 1127 1.23+0.20
−0.10 1.74+0.38

−0.16 1.25+0.13
−0.08

19b3-09004 5750 G5 4.52 4.27 0.28 1472 0.92+0.08
−0.07 1.22+0.03

−0.04 1.02+0.07
−0.07

19g1-11212 6250 F7 4.41 4.00 0.22* 1330 1.13+0.20
−0.12 1.78+0.27

−0.18 1.17+0.09
−0.08

19c4-02952 6250 F7 4.41 4.01 0.44* 3119 1.13+0.20
−0.12 1.77+0.11

−0.07 1.17+0.09
−0.08

19h1-00325 4750 K3 4.57 4.43 0.16 773 0.71+0.03
−0.04 0.89+0.08

−0.05 0.78+0.04
−0.05

19b3-05398 6000 G0 4.47 4.19 0.45 4345 1.00+0.13
−0.08 1.39+0.08

−0.07 1.09+0.17
−0.07

19e1-05755 6000 G0 4.47 4.12 0.38 2208 1.00+0.13
−0.08 1.51+0.06

−0.14 1.09+0.17
−0.07

19b4-04138 5750 G5 4.52 3.96 0.45 506 0.92+0.08
−0.07 1.74+0.03

−0.05 1.02+0.07
−0.07

19b2-01819 6250 F7 4.41 3.93 0.38 2559 1.13+0.20
−0.12 1.94+0.04

−0.05 1.17+0.09
−0.08

Notes. The Teff is derived from SED-fit. We use 1–5 Gyr isochrones obtained from the Dartmouth stellar evolution database (Dotter et al. 2008) to
estimate R1�, log g1 and M�. The extinction values (Av) found in the SED-fit are reported in Col. 6. In the three cases marked with an asterisk, the
best-fitting extinction is higher than the total extragalactic extinction and we report the extinction that corresponds to the minimum χ2 within the
allowed extinction range. The stellar radii R2� correspond to the best-fitting analytic transit model (see Sect. 5.3). The values of log g2 reported
in Col. 5 are estimated from the stellar radii R2�, which tend to be higher than R1�, resulting in lower log g2. The distances reported in Col. 7 are
estimated utilizing the extinction values found in the VOSA analysis, the i-band magnitudes reported in Table 3, and the absolute magnitudes Mi,
which are obtained from the isochrones.

Table 5. Comparison between the planet and binary scenarios.

Object V dp(%) χ2
d.o.f. χ′2d.o.f. dp′1(%) dp′2(%) V ′1 V ′2

19b1-02162 0.25 2.05 1.3792 1.3438 2.54 1.37 0.25 0.00
19f3-06991 0.56 0.81 1.0087 0.9545 1.08 0.47 0.58 0.33
19b3-09004 0.31 3.07 4.3247 4.2817 3.44 2.87 0.54 0.01
19g1-11212 0.37 1.49 1.4751 1.4301 2.29 1.34 0.45 0.81
19c4-02952 0.57 4.13 3.3622 3.3617 3.73 3.86 0.00 0.53
19h1-00325 0.43 3.11 4.0514 4.0172 2.92 3.05 0.16 0.38
19b3-05398 0.29 2.66 0.9802 0.9739 2.91 2.55 0.48 0.36
19e1-05755 0.29 1.76 1.7486 1.7211 2.54 1.66 0.80 0.54
19b4-04138 0.64 2.53 1.7270 1.7041 2.51 2.36 0.66 0.62
19b2-01819 0.45 2.80 2.7123 2.6819 2.74 3.07 0.61 0.65

Notes. Comparison of the eclipse shapes, eclipse depths, and χ2
d.o.f. values of the planet scenario and binary scenario (prime values on the right

side of the table).

5.4. Discussion of the candidates

Table 6 provides a list of our candidates sorted, according to
their best-fitting radius. All candidates except for the first two
have very large best-fitting radii, larger than all transiting planets
published so far. We therefore conclude that they are systems
with a transiting brown dwarf or a low-mass stellar companion.

The first two candidates have best-fitting radii of 1.61 RJup
and 1.65 RJup; however, the secondary eclipse fit results in a
slightly better χ2

d.o.f. for the binary scenario, and the primary
and secondary eclipses show different depths, which are hints
to select the binary period instead of the planet scenario. By
looking at the folded light curves (Fig. 16), the second candidate
(19f3-06991) is a clear case where the fit with the binary period
reveals two well sampled eclipses with different depths. The first
candidate (19b1-02162) is not as clear. Although the binary pe-
riod fit shows two different eclipses with depths of 2.5 and 1.4%,
the single eclipse observed in the i′-band coincides with the
deeper eclipse, but has a depth of 1.8% (see Fig. 11), which is
closer to the shallower eclipse. We therefore conclude that the
correct period is unclear for this candidate, and we propose it

as a target for high precision photometric follow-up. Figure 12
shows a J-band image of 19b1-02162.

To estimate the number of planets that we expect to find,
we calculate the overall detection efficiency in our simulations,
which are ∼1.7% and ∼2.4% for DI and AP light curves, re-
spectively. Accounting for an average geometrical probability
of 11.9% to see transits (as derived from our Monte-Carlo
simulations) and using an occurance rate for short period
Jupiter-sized planets of 0.5% (Gould et al. 2006; Howard et al.
2012), we estimate the number of planets that we expect to find
in the whole sample of 102 428 light curves to be 1.0 (DI) and
1.5 (AP). This is in very good agreement with the two planets
that have been detected in the WTS so far (Cappetta et al. 2012;
Birkby et al. 2013a,b).

6. Candidates detected around M-stars

6.1. Selection criteria for M-stars

We optimized the selection criteria for M-stars by injecting ar-
tificial transit signals into the DI and AP light curves of our
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Table 6. Results of the transit fit.

Candidate Period (days) t0 i(◦) Rplanet(RJup) Rplanet,min(RJup) Rplanet,max(RJup) χ2
d.o.f. Classification

19b1-02162 0.59862739 2454317.7883529 72.01 1.61 1.40 1.97 1.31 P
19f3-06991 0.71482077 2454318.3894489 66.54 1.65 1.43 3.26 1.00 B
19b3-09004 3.55921358 2454320.9406801 84.31 2.22 2.10 2.32 2.07 B
19g1-11212 2.77301797 2454318.9644598 80.23 2.29 3.44 1.94 1.21 B
19c4-02952 3.42965118 2454319.6314035 82.25 3.54 3.36 3.81 1.84 B
19h1-00325 0.80767863 2454318.2698431 72.23 3.97 2.10 4.20 2.01 B
19b3-05398 0.73369311 2454317.9513207 67.12 4.20 3.53 4.99 1.18 B
19e1-05755 0.77250704 2454318.1282676 64.34 5.30 3.00 13.37 1.21 B
19b4-04138 1.10663897 2454318.0883407 67.34 6.14 4.17 8.32 1.30 B
19b2-01819 0.82989549 2454318.2785263 53.23 15.59 15.43 15.98 1.27 B

Notes. Orbital and planetary parameters derived from the analytic transit model. Only one candidate, 19b-1-02162, is considered to be a planet
candidate. All other candidates are too large and most likely transiting brown dwarfs or low-mass stars.
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Fig. 10. Best-fitting model of 19b-1-02162 using the J-band light curve.
The top frame shows the best-fit, whereas the bottom frame represents
the residuals of the fit.
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Fig. 11. Best-fit of 19b-1-02162 using the i′-band light curve.

WTS M-star sample. The sample was selected using color cuts
(see above). The simulated planet radius was always 1 RJup,
and we used a flat period distribution between 0.8 and 10 days.
Using the criteria presented above, we optimized the selection of
M-dwarf planet candidates for the DI and AP light curves, allow-
ing up to 200 detections on the unmodified light curves. As for
the F-, G- and K-stars, we require the detected period to differ
by 1% from the simulated period, allowing also half or double
of this value.

Fig. 12. Zoom-in showing the crowded neighborhood of the candidate
19b1-02162 in the sky. Our DI pipeline is optimized to deal with such
cases.

Table 7. Optimized selection criteria for the DI M-star sample.

Criterion Remaining objects Removed objects %
J ≤ 18 10 375 . . . . . .
Removed alias period 7913 2462 23.73
S/N > 12 1450 6463 81.68
S/N − S/N rem > 5 536 914 63.03
Transit points> 8 164 372 69.40
Vshape < 1.00 164 0 0.00
Depth≤ 30% 138 26 15.85
Transit duration≤ 0.06 98 40 28.98

Tables 7 and 8 list the optimized criteria for the DI and AP
light curves. Unlike the case of F-, G- and K-stars, the fractional
transit duration turned out to be a useful selection criterion. The
Vshape parameter turned out not to be important since transits of
Jupiter-sized planets orbiting M-dwarfs can be very V-shaped.

Figure 14 shows the detection efficiency as a function of the
apparent host star magnitude. Since the total number of M-stars
is dominated by the faint end of the magnitude distribution,
the overall efficiency of the DI light curves is slightly higher
with 44.8% with respect to 43.8% for AP light curves. Figure 13
shows the efficiency of the DI light curves as a function of the
number of detections on the unmodified light curves. Allowing
100 detections provides a high efficiency, while still being
manageable to visually inspect.
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Table 8. Optimized selection criteria for the AP M-star sample.

Criterion Remaining objects Removed objects %
J ≤ 18 10 375 . . . . . .
Removed alias period 8510 1865 17.98
S/N > 6 4411 4099 48.17
S/N − S/N rem > 2 278 4133 93.70
Transit points> 12 168 110 39.57
Vshape < 1.0 168 0 0.00
Depth≤ 30% 161 7 4.17
Transit duration≤ 0.08 98 63 39.13

After visual examination of the 200 automatically selected
candidates from the AP and DI light curves, we identified eight
possible candidates. All of them were found in both the AP
and DI light curves. Table 9 lists the coordinates and broadband
photometric data. As for the candidates found in the F-, G- and
K-star sample, we performed three different types of analyses
to further asses the possibility of them being transiting planets.
The result from the characterization of the host stars is shown in
Table 10. For the M-dwarf analysis, we used the NextGen model
atmosphere grid, which provides a wider range for low Teff ,
which are more appropriated for M-dwarfs. In this case, we
restrict the limits to Teff = 1800−4500 K, [Fe/H] = 0.0, and
log g = 4.5–5.5. All eight stars are in the range of 3300 K ≤
Teff ≤ 3900 K, corresponding to spectral types M5 to M0.

In the next step, we carried out a comparative analysis be-
tween the planet and binary scenarios, as described in Sect. 5.2.
The results are shown in Table 11, which reveal different eclipse
depths and a significantly better χ′2d.o.f. for two candidates, i.e.
19a1-02980 and 19a1-10878.

Finally, we fit the J-band light curves of the eight candidates
with an analytic transit model (see Sect. 5.3). For all faint can-
didates with J ≥ 17 mag, we used the DI light curve since the
photometric precision is higher compared to the AP light curves.
For the brighter candidates 19a1–02980 and 19a1–10878, we
used the AP light curves. We determined the best-fitting period,
epoch of transit, orbital inclination, and planet radius. The re-
sulting values are listed in Table 12, where the smallest of our
candidates has a radius of 2.53 RJup, which exceeds the radius of
any planet previously reported. We show the folded light curves
of our candidates around M-dwarfs in Fig. 17.

Since none of our candidates has a best-fitting radius in the
planetary regime, we conclude that they are all transiting brown
dwarfs or low-mass stars, and we therefore confirm the hypoth-
esis presented in Kovács et al. (2013) about the null detection of
Jupiter-sized planets around M-dwarfs in the WTS. Following
their approach, we derived a 95% confidence upper limit on the
giant planet occurrence rate for M-dwarfs. Kovács et al. (2013)
analyzed all sources with J ≤ 17 mag and found an upper limit
of 1.7–2.0% for M0-M4 spectral types. In this work, we ex-
tended the search to all M-type stars with J ≤ 18 mag. The extra
magnitude bin increased the number of sources by a factor of 2.8.
In addition, we introduced an automatic selection procedure that
reduces the number of candidates to be visually inspected to 100
for each set of light curves.

Assuming none of the candidates presented above are plan-
ets, we set an upper limit on the giant planet occurrence rate.
Using Eq. (6) of Kovács et al. (2013), the overall detection ef-
ficiency of 44.8% for DI light curves, the average geometri-
cal probability to see eclipses, and the total number of sources
of 10 375, we find that the resulting upper limit is 1.1%.
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Fig. 13. Optimized total detection efficiency as a function of the number
of detections on the unmodified DI light curves. The red line shows our
limit of 100 detections.
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Fig. 14. Detection efficiency derived from the optimized selection pa-
rameters as a function of the host star magnitude.

7. Other applications of the WTS DI light curves

In the previous sections, we discussed the benefits of using
the WTS DI light curves to detect transiting planet candidates,
particularly when searching for objects with faint magnitudes
(J > 16). The DI light curves can be used for additional analy-
ses, such as detection and characterization of faint variable stars.
In the next sections, we describe two examples of the results pre-
sented by Nefs et al. (2012) and Birkby et al. (2012), which de-
scribe the discovery of extremely-short period M-dwarf eclips-
ing binaries and M-dwarf eclipsing binaries (MEBs) in the WTS.
We show these cases to demonstrate that DI light curves are able
to improve the results reported in the literature and to provide
new eclipsing binaries candidates when extending the search to
fainter magnitudes.

7.1. Extremely-short period eclipsing binaries

Eclipsing binary stars with extremely-short periods that are be-
low ∼0.22 days are very rare systems (Rucinski 1992; Norton
et al. 2011). Only a few of such objects have been discovered
(e.g. Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva 2010; Maceroni & Montalbán
2004) so far. The parameters of these systems can put strong
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Table 9. List of new candidates around M-dwarfs detected in this work.

Object Data-set α δ u g r i z Z Y J H K
19b4-10711 AP/DI 293.0253 36.9168 24.10 21.85 20.35 19.07 18.51 17.99 17.63 17.17 16.53 16.25
19e3-01290 AP/DI 293.0688 36.5510 26.66 22.68 21.33 19.94 19.13 18.71 18.32 17.75 17.13 16.87
19a2-10046 AP/DI 293.2753 36.3017 26.61 23.24 21.08 20.19 19.34 18.96 18.57 17.97 17.35 17.16
19a1-02980 AP/DI 292.7127 36.3127 21.33 18.72 17.26 16.53 16.07 15.73 15.40 14.91 14.29 14.07
19a1-07499 AP/DI 292.5977 36.4613 26.39 21.57 19.97 18.98 18.46 18.08 17.68 17.16 16.54 16.30
19e3-05850 AP/DI 293.1396 36.6950 23.30 21.29 19.93 19.17 18.76 18.31 17.98 17.44 16.84 16.66
19a1-10878 AP/DI 292.5126 36.4273 22.94 20.63 19.14 18.10 17.48 17.20 16.82 16.29 15.67 15.40
19a1-01358 AP/DI 292.7526 36.4241 25.11 21.65 20.05 18.89 18.45 17.92 17.55 17.03 16.38 16.16

Notes. The second column shows the light curve data set in which the candidates have been detected. The coordinates (J2000.0) are listed in
Cols. 3 and 4. The remaining columns provide broadband photometric measurements of our candidates in ten different filters. The u, g, r, i, z
AB-magnitudes were obtained from the SDSS and the Z,Y, J,H,K magnitudes are WFCAM measurements in the Vega-system.

Table 10. Characterization of host stars for the M-dwarf sample.

Object Teff(K) Spectral type log g1 log g2 Av Distance (pc) R1�(R�) R2�(R�) M�(M�)

19b4-10711 3400 M4 4.94 4.68 0.02 676 0.33+0.07
−0.09 0.44+0.01

−0.01 0.34+0.09
−0.11

19e3-01290 3300 M5 5.02 4.49 0.18 703 0.24+0.11
−0.09 0.45+0.02

−0.02 0.23+0.11
−0.10

19a2-10046 3500 M3 4.88 4.50 0.28* 1554 0.40+0.05
−0.07 0.61+0.02

−0.07 0.43+0.05
−0.09

19a1-02980 3900 M0 4.70 4.21 0.15 522 0.55+0.03
−0.03 0.99+0.04

−0.05 0.58+0.04
−0.02

19a1-07499 3600 M2 4.82 4.42 0.18 1063 0.45+0.03
−0.05 0.71+0.04

−0.06 0.48+0.04
−0.05

19e3-05850 3800 M1 4.77 3.98 0.01 1572 0.52+0.03
−0.04 1.26+0.15

−0.02 0.56+0.02
−0.04

19a1-10878 3600 M2 4.82 4.48 0.12 704 0.45+0.03
−0.05 0.66+0.01

−0.01 0.48+0.04
−0.05

19a1-01358 3500 M3 4.88 4.89 0.11 844 0.40+0.05
−0.07 0.39+0.09

−0.03 0.43+0.05
−0.09

Notes. Teff is derived from SED-fit with the VOSA. The stellar radii R2� correspond to the best-fit of the analytic transit model (see Sect. 5.3). The
distances reported in Col. 7 are estimated utilizing the extinction values found in the SED analysis, the i-band magnitudes reported in Table 3, and
the absolute magnitudes Mi, which are obtained from the isochrones.

Table 11. Comparison between the planet and binary scenarios for candidates around M-dwarfs.

Object V dp(%) χ2
d.o.f. χ′2d.o.f. dp′1(%) dp′2(%) V ′1 V ′2

19b4-10711 0.69 23.70 1.7020 1.6952 23.87 25.90 0.86 0.66
19e3-01290 0.66 24.98 1.0759 1.0715 25.52 19.95 0.71 0.52
19a2-10046 0.61 19.63 2.0426 2.0596 19.52 17.54 0.62 0.64
19a1-02980 0.72 2.17 1.7077 1.6537 2.70 1.42 0.71 0.79
19a1-07499 0.68 7.38 1.3803 1.3759 7.10 8.01 0.60 0.90
19e3-05850 0.00 7.85 1.1237 1.1203 7.48 7.42 0.00 0.16
19a1-10878 0.65 22.70 1.9194 1.7947 24.19 19.06 0.65 0.80
19a1-01358 0.91 4.67 1.3165 1.3142 5.28 3.30 0.66 0.21

Notes. Comparison of the eclipse shapes, eclipse depths, and χ2
d.o.f. values of the planet scenario and binary scenario (prime values on the right

side of the table).

Table 12. Characterization of candidates around M-dwarfs, according to the analytic transit fit.

Candidate Period (days) t0 i(◦) Rplanet(RJup) Rplanet,min(RJup) Rplanet,max(RJup) χ2
d.o.f. Classification

19b4-10711 1.55274390 2 454 318.1664350 85.16 2.53 2.34 2.84 1.28 B
19e3-01290 2.46752082 2 454 318.6477813 85.86 2.64 2.34 3.20 1.01 B
19a2-10046 1.45677364 2 454 318.7173035 84.48 2.78 2.46 5.31 1.43 B
19a1-02980 1.05176697 2 454 318.6516446 72.80 3.25 1.93 6.95 1.31 B
19a1-07499 1.96038974 2 454 318.5897989 81.29 3.45 2.14 7.28 1.18 B
19e3-05850 9.20198442 2 454 320.1712614 86.81 3.48 3.30 5.03 1.06 B
19a1-10878 1.55498531 2 454 317.9578553 83.43 3.71 3.49 3.99 1.32 B
19a1-01358 1.10712079 2 454 318.6005745 76.76 4.94 1.71 7.12 1.09 B

Notes. Orbital and planetary parameters derived from the analytic transit model fit. All candidates are too large and are most likely transiting
brown dwarfs or low-mass stars.
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Table 13. List of extremely-short period M-dwarf eclipsing binary systems found in this work.

Object α δ Period (days) t0 dp′2/dp′1 J u g r i z (r − i) (i − z) rms(AP) rms(DI)

19c3-12753 294.3839 36.9062 0.1859752355 2 454 317.8449795 1.56 17.87 24.93 22.80 21.09 20.08 19.17 1.01 0.91 0.041 0.028
19b2-04235 293.3342 36.4255 0.1974392134 2 454 317.9485581 1.52 17.32 22.68 22.07 20.16 19.43 18.77 0.74 0.66 0.027 0.023
19c2-10801 294.2404 36.3471 0.1977343597 2 454 317.9436689 0.88 17.78 25.86 21.37 20.24 19.66 19.36 0.59 0.29 . . . 0.049
19e3-11606 293.2310 36.6396 0.2106563732 2 454 317.7894282 1.45 17.97 25.01 21.71 20.31 19.67 19.40 0.65 0.26 0.062 0.050
19c1-00478 293.8732 36.4661 0.2261831592 2 454 317.8755733 1.57 17.18 23.53 20.44 19.40 18.70 18.35 0.69 0.36 0.028 0.022

Notes. Extremely-short period M-dwarf eclipsing binary systems with periods below 0.23 days. We list the period, epoch, eclipse depth ratio, the
WFCAM J-band, and SDSS ugriz photometry for each candidate. The last two columns provide information on the 4σ clipped rms of the light
curves after removing the periodic signal. In general, the precision of the DI light curves is significantly better than the precision of the AP light
curves. This is due to the fact that all objects are fainter than 17 mag in the J-band, which is in the regime where DI light curves present an
improvement over AP light curves (see Sect. 3).

Fig. 15. Comparison between the AP and DI light curves of an
extremely-short period M-dwarf eclipsing binary system (19e-3-11606)
found in the DI light curves. Black and red points in the upper two pan-
els correspond to the AP and DI light curves, respectively. The yellow
and black solid lines connect the median values in 40 bins with a size
of 0.025 phase units. The lower panel shows the 4σ clipped rms of the
residuals in each bin after subtracting the median. The horizontal lines
represent the average rms of the residuals, which are 0.062 and 0.050
for the AP and DI light curves, respectively.

constraints on formation and evolution theories of low-mass
stars (Devor 2005; Derekas et al. 2007). Recently, Nefs et al.
(2012) reported a sample of 31 eclipsing binaries with peri-
ods smaller than 0.3 days that were found in the WTS 03, 07,
17 and 19 h fields. Four of them are M-dwarf binaries with
orbital periods that are considerably shorter than the sharp cut-
off period of ∼0.22 days. We ran our detection algorithm on the
DI light curves using the same input parameters reported in Nefs
et al. (2012). We reproduce periods and t0 values of the objects
reported previously. In addition, we detected five new eclipsing
binaries with periods shorter than 0.23 days. All systems satisfy
the color cuts and fit with the red sample (i.e. M-dwarfs) pre-
sented in Nefs et al. (2012). We additionally use the SDSS color
criteria from Ivezić et al. (2005) to eliminate the possibility of
being in presence of RR Lyrae. Another cases of false positives
are caused by contamination effects from nearby stars and stellar

variability produced by star spots. However, we reject both sce-
narios, since DI method is designed to reduce the effects caused
by very near stellar neighbors. The phase folded light curves also
do not present a large scatter in their amplitude, which is gener-
ally an indication of variability generated by star spots. Table 13
lists the parameters of these systems. Note that the periodic sig-
nal of 19c-2-10801 could not be found in the AP light curve at
all. We checked for a mismatch in the cross-identification pro-
cedure but could not find any object in the vicinity with a com-
parable variability. We show the folded light curves of all five
objects in Fig. 18.

To show the improvement in the precision of the DI light
curves at faint magnitudes, we carry out a statistical compari-
son of the AP and DI light curves for the system 19e-3-11606,
which has a brightness of J = 17.97 mag. Figure 15 shows
the phase-folded DI and AP light curves and the rms with re-
spect to the mean in 40 equally spaced bins. The horizontal lines
show the 4σ clipped rms for both light curves, which are 0.050
and 0.062, respectively. The DI light curve, therefore, has an rms
that is about 12 mmag lower, which is a little bit less than what
we expected for an object with J = 18.0 mag. Looking at the
other four detected objects, we find that this is a general trend.
The lower difference in rms can be explained by in that we are
looking at variable objects for which the sysrem algorithm can-
not reduce systematic effects in an efficient way. It seems that the
AP light curves are less affected by this than the DI light curves.

7.2. M-dwarf eclipsing binaries

Recently, Birkby et al. (2012) reported the detection of
16 M-dwarf eclipsing binary systems (MEBs) with J < 16 mag
found in the WTS AP light curves. These systems are
particularly interesting because they provide important informa-
tion about the fundamental properties of the most abundant stars
in our Galaxy (Henry et al. 1997). Nevertheless, the existing
theoretical models that describe the evolution of low-mass stars
differ from the observed properties of M-dwarfs (López-Morales
& Ribas 2005). More observations and characterization of MEBs
can provide new evidence to develop better and more accu-
rate low-mass stellar evolution models (Birkby et al. 2012). We
investigate the potential of extending the search for MEBs to
fainter systems with magnitudes J ≤ 18 mag, making use of the
improvement in the photometric precision of the DI light curves.
In Table 12, we report eight candidates classified as eclipsing
binary systems, where the objects 19a1–02980 and 19a1–10878
show strong evidence of being MEBs. The system 19a1–02980
was actually reported and confirmed as MEB in Birkby et al.
(2012), which supports the remaining fainter detections, since
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Fig. 16. Phase-folded light curves of the ten candidates around F-G-K stars found in the WTS 19 h field. We overplot the best-fitting single eclipse
transit models (green lines) for all objects for which the binary fit does not show an improvement over the single eclipse. The light curves with
two eclipses are shown together with the best-fitting trapeziod model (red lines).

they were identified through the same process. Furthermore, we
found a third system (19c4–06354) with similar characteristics
as the two candidates mentioned above by an additional analysis
carried out on the AP and DI light curves, so we also classify this
object as a MEB candidate. In Fig. 17, we show the folded light
curve of the three MEB candidates. The parameters associated
with the main stellar companion of 19a1-02980 and 19a1-10878
are listed in Table 10. For the candidate 19c4-06354, we report
a primary stellar companion with J-band = 17.97 in a short pe-
riod system of P ∼ 0.76 days and low Teff of 3500 K. Due to
the faint magnitude of the primary stellar companion, this MEB

candidate was found only in the DI light curves. A more ex-
tensive and meticulous search for MEB systems in the DI light
curves (which is out of the scope of this work) could potentially
reveal many more detections in the future.

8. Conclusions

We carried out a quantitative comparison between the photo-
metric precision of two different sets of light curves from the
19 h field, which represents the most complete field of the WTS.
The light curves were obtained using two different photometric
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Fig. 17. Phase-folded light curves of nine candidates that orbit M-dwarfs from the WTS 19 h field. As it was done for the candidates around
F-G-K-stars, we overplot the best-fitting single eclipse with green solid lines, whereas the light curves with two eclipses are shown with the best-
fitting trapeziod model, using red-solid lines. The objects with two eclipses are reported in Sect. 7.2 as MEB candidates. Objects 19a1-02980 and
19a1-10878 were found by our selection criteria during the process of transiting planet detection, whereas the system 19c4-06354 was separately
detected by an additional analysis carried out on the AP and DI light curves.

techniques, AP and DI. The sysrem algorithm was used to re-
move systematic effects in both data sets and corrected the light
curves by scaling the error bars. The WTS AP light curves
reach a slightly better photometric precision (by ∼1 mmag) than
the DI light curves for objects brighter than J ≈ 15.5 mag.
On the other hand, the DI light curves show a significant im-
provement of ∼2–20 mmag for sources with magnitudes larger
than J = 16 mag.

A modified version of the box-fitting algorithm was em-
ployed to search for transiting planets in the survey. Our algo-
rithm uses the standard BLS to searches for the best trial pe-
riod and subsequently makes a trapezoid re fit to the folded
light curve, providing a new estimation of the transit depth.

A χ2 comparison shows that the new trapezoid fit provides better
results than the traditional box-fitting model. The algorithm also
calculates a new parameter based on the geometry of the new
trapezoid fit, the V-shape parameter. This parameter has proven
to be very efficient in the identification and removal of eclipsing
binaries from the candidate sample.

To select our candidates, we proposed a set of selection
criteria; six of them are based on the experience of previ-
ous works. Additionally, two new criteria were incorporated,
which take advantage of the results obtained with our tran-
sit detection algorithm, such as the V-shape parameter. The
set of parameters of our selection criteria was optimized using
Monte Carlo simulations by injecting transit signals to both the
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Fig. 18. Phase-folded light curves of the five extremely-short period eclipsing binaries found in this work.

AP and DI light curves. The light curves were split in two differ-
ent sets, one for F-G-K-stars, and a second for M-dwarfs. The
optimization of the criteria was performed in both sets sepa-
rately. The selection criteria have shown the capability of detect-
ing 200 candidates in the DI and AP light curves from a origi-
nal sample of ∼475 000 F-G-K-stars, while 196 candidates were
detected in both sets of light curves from the M-dwarfs sample.

We carried out a visual examination on the detections and iden-
tified 18 relevant transit planet candidates.

A detailed analysis of the 18 candidates was conducted to
distinguish planetary from binary candidates, which provides
physical parameters of the candidates and their host stars. The
analysis includes a characterization of the parent star and a tran-
sit fit of the light curve using a realistic model proposed by
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Mandel & Agol (2002). Furthermore, we performed a secondary
eclipse fit to the phase folded light curve using the double period
to detect potential differences in the χ2

d.o.f. and/or the depths of
the primary and secondary eclipses that could be an indication
of an eclipsing binary system. In our analysis, only one object
is classified as a planet candidate, which is proposed for photo-
metric follow-up. The remaining 17 candidates have large best-
fitting radii and are therefore classified as binary candidates.

No planet candidates orbiting an M-dwarf was found; there-
fore, the null detection presented in Kovács et al. (2013) was
confirmed. A detailed sensitivity analysis allowed us to derive
an upper limit on the occurrence rate of giant planets around
M-dwarfs with periods below 10 days. Increasing the number
of target stars by going one magnitude deeper, we were able to
set a 95% confidence upper limit of 1.1%, which is significantly
lower than any limit published so far. Another applications of
the WTS DI light curves were reported. We presented the detec-
tion of five new ultra-short period eclipsing binaries with periods
below 0.23 days and J > 17 mag. In addition, three detached
M-dwarf eclipsing binary candidates were reported; two of them
were found in both the AP and DI light curves, while the third
and faintest candidate was only detected in the DI light curves
sample. These results show that the DI light curves are able to
reproduce and improve results reported in the literature. In con-
clusion, the WTS DI light curves are useful for many purposes,
such as detection of transit planet candidates and rare eclips-
ing binary systems, especially when pushing the limits to fainter
magnitudes.
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